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JET SET, GO

The best vacations start with a well-packed suitcase.
Vogue asks four globetrotters heading on holiday to spill
on packing like a pro. By MALIKA DALAMAL
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In her suitcase:

1. ‘Falabella’ denim
shoulder bag, Stell
a
McCartney at Ne
t-a-porter.com
2. ‘Estrella’ hat, La
ura Ap
3. Destroyed-den sit Livens
Alexander Wang im shorts,
at
4. ‘Grant Clip’ sung Farfetch.com
lasses
Leight California , Garrett
Optical
5. Gypsy earrings
, Figue
at Modaoperandi.
com
6. ‘Chelsea’ leathe
r boots, Alaïa
at Net-a-porter.co
m
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ALIYA MODI, INTERIOR AND
FASHION DESIGNER
Destination: Coachella Valley Music
& Arts Festival, California
Why: To dance in the sunset, listening
to deep house music, take photos in
the amazing art installations, ride on the
Ferris wheel after the sun sets, eat at the
vegan food trucks, and lay on the grass
surrounded by great friends.
Luggage: Rimowa pieces are easy to
push around and look clean and light.
Never leaves home without…
A tracksuit, an LBD, sticky tape, safety pins.
Packing secrets: Clothes that crease
should be packed in dry cleaner plastic.
Everything else goes into Muji garment
bags to make unpacking painless. Also,
I always pack pre-styled outfits so I can
arrive and be out the door in 20 minutes.
Sardinia
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3. Chambray shirt, Trunk
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4. ‘Goldenrod’ coconut earr
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kaftan, Dolce
5. ‘Carretto’ printed cotton
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RAVINDER BHOGAL,
CHEF PATRON,
JIKONI LONDON
Destination:
Sardinia, Italy
Why: To swim in clear
Ravinder
waters and sunbathe, to get
Bhogal
lost in Roman ruins, churches
and museums as if I were in a Woody
Allen film and to eat the great
Sardinian produce, like the sebadas
(deep-fried puff pastry filled with
pecorino and served with local honey).
Luggage: Longchamp
Never leaves home without…
A book, Jurlique rosewater facial mist
and a cashmere scarf for the plane.
Packing secrets: Rolling clothes
prevents wrinkles, and styling outfit
options makes for an organised break.>
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Ibiza

In
her suitcase:
1.

‘Belle’ one-shoulder cotton
and linen dress, Gül Hü
rgel
at Net-a-porter.com
2. ‘Aquarelle’ swimsuit,
Eres at Net-a-porter.com
3. ‘Zia’ blouse, Mae by
Sara
4. Wide-legged pants, Do
sa
5. ‘Power’ cropped stretch
-jersey
leggings, The Upside
at Net-a-porter.com
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CITY BREAK
VEERALI MELWANI,
PERSONAL SHOPPER
Destination: Paris
Why: To eat truffle pasta at
Monseiur Bleu and falafel at
L’As du Fallafel, to use the
spa at The Mandarin Oriental
Hotel, and spend Sunday
afternoons browsing the shops
in Place de Vosges.
Luggage: Bric’s four-wheel
suitcase with a matching cabin
bag in pink.
Never leaves home without…
A warm scarf that doubles as a
blanket, and a leather jacket.
Packing secrets: Keep it
simple and pack plenty of
classic, neutral items that will
work with everything.

Veerali
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1. ‘Swappy’ catporter.com
Thierry Lasry at Net-ass,
2. ‘Axis’ one-shoulder dre
com
ter.
por
t-aNe
at
Lee
n
Dio
3. ‘Layla’ silk camisole,
ter.com
Equipment at Net-a-por
cotton
4. ‘Mercer’ one-shoulder
and poplin top, Opening
ter.com
Ceremony at Net-a-por
lmut Lang
5. Leather leggings, He
at Net-a-porter.com
to Rossi
the
6. Lea r sandals, Gianvi
com
ter.
por
t-aNe
at
7. Wool jacket, Balmain
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ANITA KAUSHAL,
CO-FOUNDER, MAULI RITUALS
Destination: Can Bikini, Ibiza—a
luxurious retreat in a boutique hotel
Why: To relax in the sunshine, eat
healthy meals cooked by the friendly
in-house chefs, use the outdoor gym,
practise yoga and meditation and
come home feeling refreshed.
Luggage: Muji makes simple, practical
and durable luggage.
Never leaves home without… Mauli
Rituals scent and dry oil that I use on
everything from my skin to hair and body.
Packing secrets: Stick to a palette of
just a few colours (for me that's white,
blue, black and beige) so that everything
you pack goes together.
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